Magic of love will envelop the world.
One day, a girl
appeared before my
eyes. She was the
“last white witch”
who came down
to earth.
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A white witch is out to save the
world with her magic of love
fro m t h e d a rk w i t c h w h o i s
trying to take away people’ s
happiness. She goes out to find
her soulmate and faces a battle
that is beyond time and space
of this world.
T h e wh ite witch Fuka is

I will protect
this world
with all
my heart

played by Yoshiko Sengen who
recently starred in Daybreak
(2018) and the animation movie,
The Laws of the Universe – Part I
(2018), and her soulmate, Yuichi,
is played by Kaito Umesaki who

By the magic
of love with
my soulmate

is recognized through the movie
The World We Live In (2017).
What is Magic? What is the
power of miracles? And what
does it mean to believe in God?
Be ready to be moved by this
movie like no other.

STARRING YOSHIKO SENGEN
“I’ve finally found you!” —— this is what the transfer student Fuka thought as she spots
Yuichi in her new classroom she is introduced into. From that day on, magical phenomenon begins to
occur to Yuichi and his surroundings. That’ s right, Fuka is a witch. Not only that, she is the successor of
the white witch, and is the last one left in the world. Bewildered Yuichi, gradually begins to grow
emotions toward Fuka. But Fuka disappears out of the blue after an incident occurs. Days go by until
the two reunites coincidently after five years, but little did they know that this was the beginning of a
battle between the white and dark witch that goes beyond time and space of this world.

